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Abstract
This paper presents the motivation for, development and implementation of a Grid-enabled computational portal project
for the processing of astrophysical and high energy physics data. The requirements for the portal, its design, and choices
leading to the utilisation of the GridSphere portal framework are discussed, along with implementation details and potential,
future, directions for the project.

1. Introduction
Theoretical astrophysics and experimental particle physics are major clients of high performance computing (HPC) facilities worldwide. They are key application drivers and early adopters for grid technology and distributed computing paradigms.
The codes for both are typically numerically intensive and must process, access, or generate massive data sets.
Virtual Observatories (VOs) are one of the leading applications of compute and data grid technology. They deliver a new
paradigm for undertaking experimental astronomy, and in particular offer exciting possibilities for completely integrating
observational astronomy and theoretical astrophysics. Experimental particle physics is also placed to be an important application of grids. The Belle Analysis Data Grid project is developing a global data grid to access and process terabytes of data
from the KEK B-meson factory in Japan, searching for the violation of the fundamental Charge-Parity, or CP, symmetry.
Portal-based computing is a strategic enabler for the new and rapidly developing e-Science (or e-Research) methodology.
Making globally distributed computational resources — from VO data centers to remote instrumentation and experimental
facilities — readily available to individual scientists and large-scale collaborations, is part of the vision brought forward by
the Grid computing community over the last few years. There has been success in specific areas, such as the development of
Grid middleware. However the provision of a familiar, easy to use environment for scientists to access these resources hasn’t
evolved as quickly.
Grid portals address the gap between current Grid computing technology and reliable production systems which scientists
can make part of their everyday research toolkit. They have been described as a “problem solving environment that allows
scientists to program, access and execute distributed Grid applications from a conventional web browser and other desktop
tools” (Gannon et al., 2003). In addition, science application-oriented Grid portals can be an interface between legacy, single
CPU programs and their redeployment in a Grid computing environment. By presenting an integrated web browser based
interface, sophisticated and powerful Grid tools which have been daunting to employ are made easily available. Portals

provide a standard architecture that the user or developer can extend to suit their particular situation. The end result is
scientists focusing on doing science, and on the products of their research activities.
A portal for Grid-enabled physics, in particular astrophysics and high energy particle physics, would provide an ideal
environment to host user-level services, such as simulation, or handling analysis job configuration (including parameter sweep
support), submission to Grid resources, task progress monitoring, and input and output data management and archiving. Built
as a general tool, a physics portal needs to support a wide range of existing codes (parallel and serial), and ideally be extensible
in the sense that users could upload their own code libraries or configuration routines. This environment would also offer
a path to integration with observational astronomy data by using International Virtual Observatory Alliance standards to
describe input and output formats, enabling generic VO tools to parse and manipulate the results of simulations as easily as
they can direct observational data.
In Section 2, we expand on the above requirements that motivated our development of a Grid-enabled portal for physics.
In following sections, we describe our technology choices (§ 3) and design (§ 4) to meet these requirements, and comment
on its implementation (§ 5) as well as future directions (§ 6) for the portal.

2. Requirements
Our Grid-enabled portal for physics experiments had several basic requirements. Primarily its function is to allow users
to easily run applications over grid resources. A second, key, goal of this project is to not only create a functional portal, but
also one that advances the Grid computing effort by creating reusable components that integrate existing technologies. To
elucidate these points, we describe a typical use-case and its associated requirements, and their generalization.
Authentication. Using a standard web-browser, the user logs in to the portal with a username and password. New users
can request an account by contacting the site’s administrator and presenting valid authentication credential(s). Once the
user’s authenticity is established, access to Grid resources is delegated on their behalf, by uploading a Grid credential, or by
configuring the portal to access a credential repository.
Job selection and configuration. The portal then presents options for a particular application to be run. For instance our
first-deployed code is the magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) astrophysics code ZeusMP, a multi-processor version of Zeus2D
(Stone and Norman, 1992). Choosing ZeusMP, specific parameters are then displayed for the user to set. They may opt for
a collapsing star simulation, to explore the effects of differing values of a star’s initial mass. The portal creates a number of
seperate jobs, each with a different set of initial conditions, i.e. initial mass. Additional parameters can be set to a range, such
that the entire parameter space is available for study.
Resources. Now the user picks which compute resources to execute the job(s) on. During the credentials setup, a credential
was allocated to each resource. The portal activates the necessary credentials and submits the job(s) for processing. System
loads are monitored to optimize efficient resource use and to avoid overloading any single one.
Monitoring. Often these jobs will take hours to run. Users may want to monitor progress immediately, via the portal,or
alternatively, disconnect and return later if the jobs are likely to be long-lived. For which, the portal (and web) server must be
able to be restarted without dropping queued jobs. Users may have several experiments running simultaneously and should
be able to choose which to monitor. The end result is that at some point the user returns and verifies one or more of their
experiments have finished.
Output. An error log displays exceptions for the user to examine. Successful jobs will store their results in a grid storage
location such as MySpace (Qin et al., 2003) or on the web server machine. The user will be presented with an interface to
browse files, and, for common file formats, such as FITS and HDF, server-side visualisation tools could be made available
within the portal too. Depending on these results, the user may alter a number of configuration parameters and re-run the
simulation. But once satisfied with the results, pertinent data can be downloaded to a local machine, or stored in a more
permanent location on the Grid, if required. Because the resulting output files may be very large, it is important to provide
some rudimentary information — through basic visualisation or statistical information — to check data quality or validity
before initiating large data transfers.

Generic requirements. These requirements stem from the users’ needs, but they are a number of extras to make our portal
a valuable addition to the Grid community and not an ad hoc and limited solution specific to a domain. For example, we try
to reuse existing components where possible, and certainly any portal framework should make use of existing and relevant
standards. Much of the current Grid software is in the beta stage, so any software must also be carefully selected to ensure it
is well supported and likely to remain available and supported in the long term. A benefit of using beta software is, of course,
the ability to give feedback during its development. This not only helps tailor it to any specific needs, but also improves Grid
software as a whole.
Security. Since the user delegates authority to the portal and the portal potentially has many users, security is an important
concern. Ideally users’ authentication credentials will not be stored on disk of the web server — a very public machine —
but rather on a different machine with extra security. All connections to the web server should be made via Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL) to protect usernames and passwords. The portal itself should run with special permissions to reduce damage if
it is compromised. Portal user accounts need only relate to the portal and not to system accounts. The usual drawback of
enhanced security is in ease-of-use. Our portal tries to strike a balance by having the user delegate their credentials a single
time. Subsequent uses of the portal simply requires a password to activate the credentials. Such a system allows users to
connect to the portal from any machine with a web browser without having their credentials stored on their local workstation.
No other software should be required. For example, visualisation services should not require downloading software, other
than, perhaps, an embedded Java applet.

3. Technology Choices
One of our primary aims is to reuse existng software components and to develop our own reusable components too. In
this section we outline which technologies we choose to achieve this goal.
Globus. The Globus Toolkit (GT) is the current, de facto, middleware for the Grid. It is well-tested code and there are
many associated applications. There is really no alternative for grid middleware. The GT provides file transfer, remote job
submission and meta-data query services. Whilst these are possible to perform by other methods, Globus provides the most
comprehensive and secure system. Typically a choice of Globus implies the need to interoperate with version 2.4 installations
of the toolkit; we have found that GT version 3.0.2 clients work well with version 2.4 services.
Java. The GT is increasingly being developed in Java, which is also well suited for building complex web applications. Java
provides for stable and rapid development and includes a good Application Programming Interface (API) for security. Java
Remote Method Invocation (RMI) is an easy-to-use method for communicating between seperate processes. We employ it to
seperate the web server process from the job submission process, allowing us to restart the web server without interrupting
users’ jobs. We also preferred Java-based frameworks for structured development and easy use of the Globus Toolkit.
Servlets. Servlets are a viable choice for reusable web applications, and, so, we looked at a number of different frameworks
built on top of servlets. This choice of framework was a time consuming effort, as one must find, install and test each. Time
well spent though, since the framework choice has an extensive impact on subsequent development.
Prototyping. Struts1 was used to construct a prototype of the portal interface. Struts has a wide user-base and is relatively
easy to use. Although it strictly enforces seperation of content and code, we still found it difficult to create reusable components. Moreover, generic functionality such as file uploading, are not part of the basic Struts framework and had to be written
by us. We concluded from the results of the prototype development that decoupled, individual components were needed to
create a flexible, reusable portal.
Portlets. Portlets provide a standard technique for creating web applications for deployment in a container portal. Each
application is self-contained and is displayed in a sub-window of the portal. The portlet framework allows for communication
between portlets without the need for tight inter-portlet coupling. Java Specification Request (JSR) 168 defines the standard
1 http://jakarta.apache.org/struts

for portlets, and several systems implement it, including Apache Jetspeed2 and GridSphere3 . Since portlets are in their
infancy, many of the portlet containers are incomplete and function more as proof of concept vehicles. As well as meeting
our technical requirements, we needed a system with good user support and longevity. In summary, the portlet container
requirements were that it:
• implement JSR 168 and not extend functionality in a non-portable way,
• be well designed, following software engineering principles,
• be relatively easy to install and get started,
• be robust in a production environment,
• come with source code, to allow for modification and bug fixes,
• be well supported, preferably providing direct contact details for development programmers,
• be long-lived, with a clear plan for future development,
• come with generic portlets for functions such as file uploading, and
• enable rapid development.
GridSphere was our choosen, preferred portlet container. It is based on the popular Apache Tomcat4 web-application container. Jetspeed was another possibility which we explored, but anecdotal evidence suggests it is too immature at this point
for deployment in a working environment. Several other portlet containers were examined but either they, too, were immature
or didn’t have sound user support.
Unfortunately JSR 168 does not provide all the functionality we needed, particularly with respect to inter-portlet communication. GridSphere has extended JSR 168, but this means some parts of our code will be non-portable. Another drawback
of GridSphere was the slow development cycle, even on fast machines. This was accentuated because we were learning a
system which involved much trial and error. New code had to be compiled, deployed and then the Tomcat server needed to
be restarted. The Apache Ant5 build system, which is used by GridSphere, allowed us to semi-automate this process.
Resource brokers. GridSphere provides the front-end of the system, while Grid resource brokers undertake the tasks for
resource discovery, job scheduling, execution and monitoring and job output retrieval among others. Nimrod/G (Buyya
et al., 2000) is a resource broker for the parameter-sweep model of computation wherein jobs are created by combining
values within the parameter space of an application. The independent nature of these jobs makes them suitable for execution
on grids which may be prone to fluctuating loads and dynamically appearing and disappearing resources. The Gridbus
Broker (Venugopal et al., 2004) extends the computation-centric Nimrod/G model to distributed data-intensive applications
by introducing data-oriented scheduling and the concept of dynamic parameters. The Gridbus Broker has a service-oriented
architecture that discovers services at runtime and uses them to shortlist suitable resources for execution and to refine the
parameter search space. The Broker was written in Java for easy integration with web application containers such as Tomcat,
and can be used standalone or as a library through a well-defined Java API.
The Gridbus Broker has been utilised in the analysis of data generated by the Belle High Energy Physics experiment.
It was able to schedule jobs to resources based on their availability and their proximity to the sources of data. The scheduler optimized cost and time involved in transmission of the data while guaranteeing shortest job turnaround time. Large
repositories of data that have been replicated selectively through a distributed infrastructure are the norm in many scientific
grid collaborations. The data requirements within high energy physics and astrophysics communities are well-known (e.g.
Winton, 2003). We found the ability of the Gridbus Broker to access remote data catalogs for scheduling and executing jobs,
essential for the usability of this portal.
2 http://portals.apache.org/jetspeed-2
3 http://www.gridsphere.org
4 http://jakarta.apache.org/tomcat
5 http://ant.apache.org

4. Design
Having selected GridSphere and Gridbus Broker we needed to design a functional system which is reusable, secure and
extensible. We outline the major design choices here, beginning with an overview of the whole system and then examining
the various components.
A schematic of the portal system is shown in Figure 1, and a component-oriented diagram is shown in Figure 2. At the core
of the system is the web server machine, and at a simple level, the user is aware only of this machine. It runs a web server with
Tomcat and GridSphere together providing the portlet container. GridSphere handles user sessions, but between sessions it
cannot run background jobs. Instead, it uses a background process, Gridbus Server — based on Gridbus Broker — to handle
submission and control of jobs. This allows the user to exit the portal and return later whilst her jobs continue to execute. In
addition, GridSphere can be restarted without affecting users’ jobs. The Gridbus Server uses Globus to submit jobs to various
resources. Credential management is handled by generic GridSphere portlets which pass the necessary information to the
Gridbus Server.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the Grid-enabled physics portal system.
GridSphere and Java allow us to use services and interfaces to decouple individual components. Portal services can be
used by any portlet, and they provide a simple interface to subsystems which provide security, job submission and monitoring. Each service is defined by a Java interface which can be implemented in several different ways without affecting the
portlets. For instance, the job submission services can use Nimrod/G or Gridbus Broker without the portlet being aware of
the difference.
Plan files encode application requirements for an experiment using Nimrod/G’s simple declarative programming language
which is also supported by the Gridbus Broker. A plan file specifies the parameter values, the input files if present, the
program(s) to be executed and the output files to be copied back if necesssary. They are created by application-specific
portlets after which generic portal components treat all plan files alike. Therefore we can can add new applications just by
creating a new portlet which writes a plan file based on the application’s parameters. Thus, by hiding the plan file format
from the user, a further layer of abstraction is provided and increases the ease-of-use of the portal.
An experiment is a set of related jobs created using a single work-flow plan. A single instance of the Broker is created
for each experiment. The portal needs to support multiple users and multiple user experiments, as well as persistence across
user logins. Using Java RMI we created a Gridbus Broker server which runs as a standalone process (see figure). The portal
communicates with the server via a set of RMI remote objects which are delegates for the real object in the server. Using this
system we can restart the web server and monitor the state of jobs using other applications. Without it, a shutdown of the
web server would terminate all the on-going users’ jobs.
By choosing Globus, Java and GridSphere we can utilise existing tools of credential management. We employed MyProxy6
6 http://grid.ncsa.uiuc.edu/myproxy
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Figure 2. Components of the Grid-enabled physics portal system.
to store user credentials and to delegate proxies for user resources. The server runs in a seperate process, possibly on a seperate machine. Users can specify a MyProxy server to use, or use one associated with the portal. The portal uses GridSphere
credential management portlets to interact with MyProxy via a network socket. There are portlets to upload credentials, map
credentials to resources and to obtain a short-term delegation proxy to use on those resources. Once the delegated proxy is
obtained, the portlet passes it to Gridbus Server to use.
Users need to see output (that is, stdout and stderr) as well as the data files from the jobs. The Broker uses Globus
Resource Allocation and Management (GRAM) batch submission to reduce the gatekeeper’s load. This increases reliability
as the GRAM job handle can be used to retrieve job status and output even in the case of Broker failure. If standard out
is required (for example, if a job fails) we ask GridbusBroker to fetch it in order to display it in HTML to the user. Data
files are copied back to the web-server using Global Access to Secondary Storage (GASS). Other protocols can be used, as
specified in the plan file so we can easily add other storage locations such as MySpace. Files must be stored in a user-specific,
experiment-specific directory for the user to browse. We provided a generic file browsing portlet which uses existing tools to
provide data visualisation to users. We plan to also provide the distributed volume renderer (DVR, Beeson et al., 2003) and
the Remote Visualisation Service7 which use remote machines to perform visualisation, reducing the load on the web-server
and allowing us to visualise large, remote datasets.

5. Implementation and Experiences
GridSphere provided a solid foundation for our portal implementation but had a steep learning curve. Implementing the
infamous “Hello World” in a portlet is not a trivial exercise! To a large extent, this is the nature of such containers. The
7 RVS,
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software engineering focus, good documentation and user forums of GridSphere are indispensible to its users. But, once
familiar with GridSphere, there are many useful elements available to the programmer. These include message passing
between portlets, persistence support via databases and user session support. GridSphere uses the Model-View-Controller
(MVC) paradigm which is already popular and widespread. A key element of our portal was reusability: MVC enforces the
separation of form and content which greatly facilitates this reusability. The portlets we developed (or used, in the case of
GridPortlets) for deployment in GridSphere are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Portlets developed and used in the Grid-enabled physics portal system.
We found Tomcat to be a good, stable server platform with a wide user base. GridSphere is specifically designed for
Tomcat and the two work together well. When using Tomcat there is a known problem which affects the restart of modified
and redeployed web applications. Often the whole container must be restarted, which is time-consuming and error-prone.
This problem is exacabated by the extra layer of GridSphere. The resulting slow development cycle significantly impacted
our development speed.
An advantage of developing complex web applications in Java is the good support via build and test tools. We used Junit,
Cactus and Ant to provide testing, container-based testing and building support. Such tools are really essential due to the
complex build and deploy system. They were all easy to use and alleviated some of the problem concerning slow development
mentioned above. Figure 4 shows the completed portal, with job submission, monitoring and file management portlets active.
Behind the user interface lies the system which performs the work — Gridbus Server, Gridbus Broker, Globus and MPI.
Gridbus Broker uses Globus middleware to submit jobs to remote machines, although it allows for other grid middleware.
Globus calls are complex and not always robust. Gridbus Broker provided an invaluable abstraction from Globus: its simple
interface meant that Globus-specific problems could be handled at a low level. We found it essential to allow Globus calls to
fail and then retry, rather than failing on the first attempt.
We feel we made a good decision to use RMI in Gridbus Server to communicate between processes. The alternative was
a web service, but in our experience development of web services is extremely slow and error prone, particularly for stateful
services. RMI was a quick and elegant solution and most of the code can be reused when we create a web service.
The atomic unit of computation within the Gridbus Broker is called a job. Monitoring of executing code is limited to
whether a job is waiting, running or finished. Depending on the code being run, jobs can be very long, and so the user may
often want to know how far through an individual job is, not just that it is executing. To an extent, we can create more, smaller
jobs, but really there needs to be some feedback system. The core problem is that each code is different but we handle them
generically. We must accept this limitation since by design we choose not to modify existing codes.

6. Future Directions
As well as adding more applications (beyond ZeusMP) there are a number of enhancements which would provide a more
flexible and user-friendly system. We describe these possiblities here.
Currently the system uses Gridbus Broker for job submission and monitoring. We would like add the capability to use
Nimrod/G for this task. The portlet code structure allows for such an extension without modifications to the existing code.
Nimrod/G would potentially provide a more robust system for large jobs and multiple users. It is based on an SQL database
which means it provides better job and data persistance. However, it currently requires each user to have a Unix-style account
on the portal machine. The development group have indicated this change would be feasible.

Figure 4. The portal user interface, showing job submission, monitoring and file management
portlets.

The use of a Nimrod-style plan file provides much of the flexibility of the system. While the format is well-defined, it
is not extensible and requires error-prone manual parsing. Given the need for an extensible language, eXtensible Mark-up
Language (XML) would be good choice. There are several good parsers available to ease the need for manual coding. In
addition, a schema would provide a simple way to check if plan files are valid before submission to the brokering system.
The Gridbus Broker uses an XML schema internally that needs to be formalised and extended.
Along similar lines of a generic, XML-based workflow utility is the Jakarta Ant build tool. Its process oriented XML
command language, open platform and framework structure makes it a natural solution and replacement for the less flexible
plan file approach to job and application control. The robustness, simplicity and generality of Ant, along with its continued
improvement and support by a large community of developers further enhances its selection as a next possible choice of Grid
broker technology.
When a new application is deployed using the portal, it requires the user to set a number of parameters. We use the plan
file to record these parameters. Currently users must write the plan file which is easy but time-consuming. A better alternative
would be an HTML form for the user to fill out. The form would then be processed to create a suitable plan file. For simple
applications, this would suffice, but many applications have numerous related parameters. A better user-interface could be
provided, using a Java applet for example.

7. Conclusion
The portlet approach to Grid computing provides scientists with a productive environment and rich tool set for largescale, distributed data processing. As has been presented here, for astrophysics and high energy physics data, legacy analysis
software can be redeployed within this framework. And, as these frameworks mature, web-based application tools, like
GridSphere, will occupy a central place in the development of global research networks. Following which, scientists may
well have most of the tools for real e-Science work, bringing worldwide computing resources to their local laboratory.
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